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Abstract— Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence science i.e. the systems that can learn data. 

For example, a machine learning system can learn e-mail receiving and distinguish the difference between 

spam and non-spam message from each other. After training, the system can put new messages in their 

folders using classification. Currently, we do not know how to program computers in order to human learn 

more efficient. Although the methods that have been discovered operate very effectively for certain purposes, 

not suitable for all purposes. For example, machine learning algorithms are commonly used in data mining. 

Even in areas where data are concerned, these algorithms operate and result much better than other methods. 

For example, in issues such as speech recognition, algorithms based on machine learning resulted much 

better than the other methods. Apparently, it seems that our knowledge of computers will improve gradually. 

Certainly, it can be said that the topic of machine learning play a highly significant role in the field of 

computer science and game technology. This paper describes machine learning algorithms, feature selection 

methods, dimensions reduction, and deleting of useless data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since computers were built, people have been always looking for ways to teach them for 

their purposes, hoping to someday so that they can program computers which will be able to 

improve their experience and can be smart by passing through some experiments [1-3]. You 

can imagine the day when computers can find disease diagnosis techniques and more 

effective treatment methods based on treatment data [4,5]. In buildings, they can adjust the 

most optimum energy programs with regard to energy data and duration. In fact, with success 

in the proper training to computers, new gate of life will be open for human beings. Some 

applications of machine learning are ranking of web pages, face detection, automatic 

translation, and controlling robot [6-9]. Types of machine learning are supervised and 

unsupervised learning. In the following machine learning algorithms, feature selection 

methods, dimensions reduction, and deleting of useless data will be described. 
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II. THE DECISION TREE ALGORITHM 

Learning by decision-tree is one of the most versatile and efficient inductive (supervised) 

learning methods [10-12]. This method is used in learning of discrete and error bearing data. 

Therefore, learning with this method is a method of estimating the objective functions with 

discrete values. In tree learning, the estimated function will be determined by a decision tree. 

The obtained trees can also be displayed as a set of If-then orders so that its evaluation will be 

easier for human beings. 

Decision tree classifies samples by sorting them from the roots to the leaves of the tree. In 

the tree, each node specifies the feature of the sample and each branch (which is outside the 

node) specifies the irrelevant amounts of the feature. First, to classify each sample we begin 

from the root, any feature that we achieve to we come down from a branch of the tree that 

matches the characteristics of the sample. This process will also continue for the sub trees to 

reach sample category [11-15] .The following figure is an example of this type of tree. 

 
Fig. 1  Example of an decision tree. 

 

 

Although many tree learning methods with different needs and abilities have been presented, 

most of the decision trees are more convenient for learning issues with following introduced 

features [15-19]: 

 
• Samples are specified by sorted pairs of features and target functions. Examples of these issues 

are sorted by a set of constant features and their values. The most comfortable situation for decision 

tree is that each feature can encompass a few of the values. 

• The values of target function have discrete output. 

• Training data can have errors. Tree learning methods can adapt to the error in the training data, it 

does not matter that the value of target function is sample or one of the features is reported falsely. 

 

Because many of practical problems have above features, the decision tree learning is very 

useful. As far as it can be used in issues such as medical diagnosis, detection of equipment 

failure, and diagnosis of loan risk based on delayed payback. Such issues that the aim of 

learning is classifying samples in one of the available categories are called classification [24]. 

 

III. THE NEAREST K NEIGHBOR 

When trying to solve new problems, people usually refer to solutions of similar problems 

that have already been solved. The nearest K neighbor is classification algorithm that in this 

method, decision about allocation of the new instance to class or category is carried out by 

evaluation of several K of most similar samples or neighbors in the training set[19-23]. The 
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number of samples in each class is counted and new sample is attributed to categories that the 

greater number of neighbors belongs to. 

K is a parameter that must choose the best value by mutual validation. The nearest 

neighbor needs to define a distance function to find the nearest neighbor. Usual method for 

numerical input, their selection is carried out by the normalization of mean and division of 

standard deviation. Euclidean distance is used for independent input, otherwise Mehnalubis 

distance is used. Jaccard distance can be used for binary features [20]. 

The strength of K- nearest neighbor as a model does not need simple training. More data 

cause automatically higher learning (and old data can be deleted). Although the data need to 

be organized by the tree and also to find the smallest neighbor with time complexity O (LOG 

N) that is more than O (N), on the other hand, the weakness of k-NN is that can not well 

tolerated high dimensions [22,23]. 

 
 

Fig. 2  Example of an KNN. 

 

 

Top figure shows an example of KNN classification [24]. Test sample (green circle) should 

classify by first class of blue squares or second class of red triangles. If the value of K = 3, it 

should be allocated to the second class (circle with solid line), because there are only two 

triangles and a square in the inner ring, but if the value of K = 5, it is allocated to first-class, 

(Circle with dash line) because three squares and two triangles were located within this class. 

 

 

IV. REGRESSION 

Analysis of linear regression includes a response variable, Y, and a forecast variable, X. 

This is the simplest form of regression where Y is a linear function of X. 

(1)  y b Wx   

 

Where the variance, Y, is constant and b and W are the regression coefficients for the 

intercept and slope, respectively [25]. Coefficients b and w can be thought as the weight and 

its equivalent can be written as follow: 

(2)  
0 1y w w x   

 

The coefficients can be solved by the least squares method to estimate the appropriate line 

and distance between the data and the straight line and minimize the error between the two. 

Let training amounts set including predictive values of x call D [26,27]. Training data set 
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includes data points (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (x | D |, y | D |).Regression coefficients can be 

estimated using the following equation. 

(3)  
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Where 

(4)  
0 1w y w x   

Here x average 
1 2 3, , ,...,

D
x x x x  and y average

1 2 3, , ,...,
D

y y y y  and coefficients 

0 1,w w often provide a good approximation otherwise they complicate regression equation. 

Linear regression uses least squares methods. The following table demonstrates a set of pairs 

x including the number of years of experience of college graduates and Y is their salary. 

 

  
y salary (in $1000s) (x  years experience) 

30 3 

57 8 

64 9 

72 13 

36 3 

43 6 

59 11 

90 21 

20 1 

83 16 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3  Example of an Regression. 

 

 

The above graph belongs to the table. Although these points do not fall in a straight line, the 

general pattern shows the linear relationship between (years of experience) and (salary). 

Two-dimensional data can be displayed by scatter plot. This graph shows a linear relationship 
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between X and Y. Our model shows above relationship with 
0 1y w w x  equation. 

According to above information we calculated 9.1x  and 55.4y  . Substitution of these 

values in equations (1) and (2), gives us the following values. 

 
1 2 2 2

(3 9.1)(30 55.4) (8 9.1)(57 55.4) ... (16 9.1)(83 55.4)

(3 9.1) (8 9.1) ... (16 9.1)
w

        


     
 

 
0 55.4 (3.5)(9.1) 23.6w     

 

Therefore, the linear equation of least squares with high values was achieved. 

 23.6 3.5Y X   

 

Using this equation, we can predict the relationship between salary and experience. For 

example, one with 10 years of experience should make salary of $ 58,600 [17]. 

 

V. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE(SVM) 

The first algorithm to classify and categorize the patterns was presented by Fisher in 1936 

and its criterion for optimization was error reduction of classified training data. Many of the 

methods and algorithms that have been presenting up to now to design the classifications 

follow this strategy. In these methods, the designed classification has little generalization 

property. If we consider the design of classifying pattern model as an optimization problem, 

many of these approaches confront with the problem of local optimization in equation and 

caught in the trap of local optimization [25-30]. 

In 1965, a Russian researcher named Vladimir and Pinik took very important step in the 

design of classification [29,31]. He strongly established statistical learning theory and 

presented support vector machine according it. The support vector machines have following 

properties: 

1. Design of classifier with a maximum extension, 2. Achieving optimal point of the total 

function, 3. Automatically determine the optimal topology and structure for classifier, 4. 

Modeling of non-linear discriminates functions using the non-linear cores and the concept of 

inner product in Hilbert spaces. 

SVM is an algorithm that finds particular type of linear models and results in maximum 

margin of the page cloud. Maximizing the margin of page could result in maximum 

separation between classes. The nearest training points to the maximum margin of the page 

cloud referred to as support vectors (points). These vectors are only used to determine the 

boundary between the classes [18,23].  

If the data are linearly and separately, SVM trains linear machine to produce an optimal 

level that separates data without error with the maximum distance between the screen and the 

closest training points. If we define the training points as [ , ]i ix y  and the input vector as 
n

ix R  and the class value as { 1,1}, 1,.... 1iy i    , then when the data are linearly separable, 

decision rules that are defined and by an optimized surface that separate binary decision 

classes is as the following equation. 

(5)  

1

( ( . ) )
n

i i

i

y sign y a X X b


   

 

Where Y is the equation output, 
 

iy  is the value of training level and doter presents inner 

product. Vector
1 2( , ,..., )NX x x x  represents an input data and vectors iX  (where 
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1,2,...,i N  are support vectors. In Equation 5, the parameters of b  and ia determine the 

page cloud. If data are linearly non-separable, Equation 5 is changed to the equation below: 

(6)  

1

( ( . ) )
n

i i i

i

y sign y a K X X b


   

 

Function ( . )iK X X  is a Kernel function that produces domestic production to create 

machines with a variety of non-linear decision levels in the data space. For example, three 

kinds of kernel functions used in SVM are: 
 

- Polynomial machine with kernel function of ( . ) ( . 1)d

i iK X X X X  where, d is degree of polynomial 

kernel. 

- Radial basis function machine with kernel function of 2 2( . ) exp( 1/ ( ) )d

i iK X X X X   in which  is 

kernel bandwidth of radial basis function. 

-Two layers NN machine with kernel function of ( . ) ( . ) 1/ [1 exp{ ( . ) }]i i iK X X S X X X X c     where c 

and v are Zygmoeedy ( . )iS X X  function so that inequality of c v  is satisfied. 

 

Learning process for creating decision functions is a dual structure. SVM uses optimization 

theory to classify that based on statistical learning theory, minimizes the error classification. 

Figure 4 shows the process of SVM model. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4  Example of an SVM. 

 

 

 

SVM has better applicable in pattern recognition, regression estimation, time-finance series 

forecasting, marketing, production efficiency estimation, text classification, face recognition 

using image, recognition of handwriting and medical diagnosis in comparison with any other 

learning techniques [26]. 

In general it can be said that SVM method in which the strength points of traditional 

statistical methods that are more theory-based and simple in terms of analysis, are combined. 

In recent years this method has been widely used in different areas of financial management 

such as credit rating and time series prediction [30, 31]. 

Method of dimensions reduction: 

In this method, we examine the Principal Components Analysis (PCA). More accurate 

theoretical explanation is beyond the scope of this study [26-29]. Suppose that reduced data 
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including topless or vector data that have n features or dimensions. This method is also called 

the KL method. Finding k dimension from n dimension of features can show the best form of 

data presentation. (where K n ) The original data are predicted in a smaller space as a result 

it is called the dimension reduction. 

Unlike the selection of features while maintaining the initial set of features that reduces the 

size of the feature set, PCA is a combination of essential features that substitutes a smaller set 

of features to reduce the dimensions. PCA often reveals relationships that have not been 

already experienced and this allows you to interpret the data that have not been previously 

interpreted. 

The main method is as follows: 

The characteristics of the data should be normalized, so that every feature located in its 

area. This stage helps to ensure that features with larger range not dominate features with 

smaller range. 

The method calculates and presents K vector by normalized data. These vectors are 

perpendicular to each other and called principal components. Input data are linear 

combination of the principal components. 

The principal components are classified in order of importance and strength or power of 

classification. Principal components as a new set of axes are for data with the highest 

variance. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5  Example of an PCA. 

 

 

The shape of the PCA: In figure Y1 and Y2 axes are principal components for data. 

Missing and waste data: Data of real world have defect, noise, and inconsistency. Therefore 

the methods of pre-processing and cleansing of data make effort to smooth missing values 

and outlier or remote points in data margins and correct data inconsistencies. Imagine that 

you need to analyze the data of a customer in your store. You imagine that some records have 

no value, such as customer income. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Many methods such as recursive partitioning and neural networks are very sensitive to 

extracted data samples. How do you know that the model you are creating for predicting 

outcomes can be useful in the future? So that the determined data are divided for both 

learning and testing job (training and validation). Overview of machine learning is divided 

into two stages: the construction of the base model and optimization of the parameters 

settings. Some of machine learning algorithms have combined these two stages for 

integration. In general, the more training data, the better the model is, and more data testing 

makes error estimation more accurate .Therefore, how to find the balance point of the data 
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gaps and how to use data has become an important issue. In this paper we described the 

machine learning algorithms, methods of feature selection, dimension reduction, and 

elimination of waste data. First, the duty of each method was presented, and then at the end of 

each algorithm, its advantages and disadvantages were expressed. The best method can be 

selected in different sciences according to the expression of machine learning algorithms and 

explaining the method, advantages, and disadvantages. 
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